Proton iswara

The Proton Saga is a series of compact and subcompact cars produced by Malaysian
automobile manufacturer Proton. Introduced in , the Proton Saga became the first Malaysian car
and a major milestone in the Malaysian automotive industry. The Saga is Proton's
longest-running and best-selling nameplate, with over 1. The second generation Proton Saga
was unveiled on 18 January The third generation Proton Saga was launched on 28 September
The Proton Saga saloon was launched on 9 July It is based on the second generation Mitsubishi
Lancer Fiore platform, and powered by the 1. In January , Proton introduced the 1. The Proton
Saga Magma was introduced in mid, offering mild mechanical and cosmetic upgrades. A new
hatchback variant called the Proton Saga Aeroback was launched in October Proton advertised
their models with the slogan "Japanese Technology, Malaysian Style". Proton later set the
record for the 'Fastest selling make of new car ever to enter the United Kingdom', exceeding
their month sales target within 6 months. It shared the platform found in the previous iteration,
but received major exterior and interior changes. The Saga Iswara was available in 4-door
saloon and 5-door hatchback guises and was equipped with the same Mitsubishi Orion 1. The
saloon version of the Saga Iswara became Malaysia's preferred choice of taxi. It continued to be
imported to Europe until , having been sold alongside the Persona Wira there since It was based
on the Saga Iswara hatchback but included large exterior cosmetic changes and minor interior
alterations. It was only available in silver, with manual transmission and the 1. It was based on
the same platform found in the previous models. Nonetheless, it featured a modernized interior
and major exterior modifications and improvements. The 1. It was only available in two trim
lines, limited to the 5-speed manual transmission. It was only available in two colours, black and
orange, and was limited to the 4G13 1. The promotion was made in view of Malaysia's 50th
Merdeka celebrations and as a symbol of Proton's gratitude to their customers. All variants
were powered by Proton's 1. The new Saga was a great sales success for Proton, having
received over 23, bookings in less than two weeks since launch. The taxi variants were
equipped with 1. It was sold as a premium variant with just 2 colour options and a unique body
kit, mated to the CamPro 1. On 24 December , Proton launched the S16 in the Australian market.
Every Proton Saga FL came standard with 4 power windows. The handling has been vastly
improved with a new suspension setup which strikes a balance between ride comfort and
handling performance. It replaces the old S16 in Proton Australia's fleet. SV is an acronym for
Super Value , with prices starting from just RM33, for the manual transmission variant. Despite
the reduction in price, the Saga SV offers improved safety standards with dual airbags and a
reinforced frame with only minimal exterior changes when compared to the Saga FLX Standard.
Despite the added cosmetic upgrades, prices for the Saga Plus remained unchanged from the
Saga SV, ranging from RM33, for the manual with solid paint to RM36, for the CVT with metallic
paint, all of which were on-the-road prices with insurance. It was launched on 28 September as
the successor to the second generation Proton Saga. The third generation Saga is positioned as
Proton's entry-level sedan, below the larger B-segment Persona. It's considered as minor
change internally but as a facelift to the general public. The car now includes design cues from
the Proton X70, Proton Iriz and the Proton Persona which includes the new "infinite weave," a
pattern inspired by batik and Malaysian wood carvings. The Saga also saw the air conditioning
vents moved down to allow space for 'floating' head units which included a head unit that runs
a modified version of Android for the Premium variant. The Saga now starts at a lowered price
of RM32, for the manual transmission variant and up to RM39, which is almost RM2, lower than
the pre-facelift version. On 9th July , the Saga Anniversary Edition was launched to celebrate
Proton's 35th year in the automotive industry. It featured optional skirts around the car,
darkened alloy wheels and yellow accents in and out. The looks are almost the same with the
Anniversary edition with the exception of some R3 body stickers and windshield stickers. From
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car. Satria Neo. Suprima S. The first generation Proton Saga is the first car produced by
Malaysian automobile manufacturer, Proton. The Proton Saga was officially launched on 9 July
It was produced in both 4-door saloon and 5-door hatchback styles. The first generation Proton
Saga is the longest produced Proton model, having been in production for over 22 consecutive
years until it was finally succeeded by the second generation Saga in early More than 1. The
automotive industry in Malaysia was established in the late s. Six automobile assembly plants
were set up to assemble cars with complete knock-down CKD kits imported from various car
companies from Europe, America, Japan and Australia. However, inadequate economies of
scale and local content regulations drove up prices of new cars in Malaysia over the course of
the s, with most if not all locally assembled CKD models generally costing more to produce than
an equivalent CBU import. By the dawn of the s, the Malaysian government concluded that
direct involvement was necessary to reverse losses and spur future industrial growth. The
National Car Project was approved in , with the objective of accelerating technology transfer,
increasing and rationalising local content, and involving more Malay entrepreneurs in the then
largely ethnic Chinese dominated Malaysian automotive industry. The Proton Saga was
launched on 9 July The first known Proton Saga to roll off the production line in Shah Alam is
preserved at the Muzium Negara as a symbol of the beginning of the Malaysian automotive
industry. The Saga became a national symbol of Malaysia. Mahathir drove a prototype Proton
Saga fitted with a 2. Initially, Saga supplies were low, with just vehicles produced in time for the
launch. The cars sold quickly, and Proton was unable to meet public demand. Proton attempted
to sell the Saga in the United States with the help of American automotive entrepreneur Malcolm
Bricklin. Mahathir had been impressed by Bricklin, who was advised to work with Proton on
orders from the former U. This resulted in the termination of all investments between the
involved parties and proved a major financial loss for Proton. In January , the Proton Saga 1.
Later in October , a hatchback variant called the Proton Saga Aeroback was launched. It shared
the same 1. The Proton Saga Magma was introduced in mid, offering mild mechanical and
cosmetic upgrades. The Magma suffix denotes the updated engine, and the Magma-powered
Saga can be differentiated from the original Orion II-powered models by its slightly different
front grille design and the inclusion of bumper protector mouldings. Proton launched the Saga
in several small Commonwealth countries while they prepared for their large scale launch in the
U. On 16 March , Proton officially launched the Saga saloon and hatchback duo in the United
Kingdom. The U. All U. In addition to the updated engines, the Proton Saga Megavalve was also
fitted with a new front grille, wrap-around bumper protector moulding and two new exterior
colours, namely maroon and green, as well as several minor changes on the interior. A unique
limousine version of the Proton Saga was also produced. It is 25 percent longer than the regular
Saga saloon, and features a built-in freezer, in-car entertainment system and a television. The
power output from the 1. By then Proton had managed to export 40, units, of which 33, were to
the United Kingdom, with 3,, 1, and to Singapore, Ireland and New Zealand respectively. The
new Saga Iswara is based on the outgoing Saga Megavalve platform. The exterior design was
updated and restyled by a British firm. The Iswara features a new grille, slimmer headlights,
grooved taillight clusters, plastic bumpers and side mouldings. Additionally, the rear license
plate bracket was moved to the bumper instead of the boot. The saloon version of the Saga
Iswara was widely used as taxis in Malaysia in the s and s. Most were converted to NGVs for
greater fuel efficiency. Many Saga Iswara taxis are still in use today, but they are being phased
out in favour of newer Proton taxis. It features a large number of cosmetic enhancements,
including a new front grille, headlights, ' Altezza lights ', body kit, rear lip spoilers and inch alloy
rims among others. Nonetheless, the Iswara Aeroback S. Despite sharing the same, ageing
platform with the original Proton Saga from , the new Saga LMST featured a completely
redesigned interior, with a new dashboard, instrument panel and meter cluster which offered a
digital display consisting of an odometer, a fuel gauge and a temperature gauge. The steering
wheel, gear stick and two-tone, red-on-black interior panels were also new. The car came with
the same 1. The new Saga LMST was sold in two trim lines, one with power steering and one
without, as well as an option for the inch alloy rims from the Iswara S. The brakes were discs at
the front and drums at the rear. Proton redesigned the exterior and interior of the Saga LMST in
favour of sportiness over practicality. The glove compartment is of the open-type, offering less

storage space and the muffler produced more noise without any real gain in power. As a result,
the Saga LMST became less appealing to the general population and sales plummeted
significantly. Proton added a new exhaust manifold and extractor to the tried and tested 1. The
power-steering variant came with a choice of two paint options, namely orange and black
whereas the non-power steering model was only sold in silver. It is almost identical to the Saga
LMST, with the only visible differences being the reduced exhaust pipe diameter and slightly
altered rear lamps. Most noticeably, it was sold at a discount price of just RM26, as opposed to
the former RM33, price tag. The promotion was made in view of Malaysia's 50th Merdeka
celebrations and as a symbol of Proton's gratitude to their customers. That year, the Proton
Saga became the second best selling car behind the Perodua Myvi. From Wikipedia, the free
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production of the first Malaysian car. The fruit of the collaboration was the Proton Saga, which
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